Introduction.
Let b, {ak}î be real constants subject to the sole restriction that 00 (1) T,a~k2 < oo, and let A kernel Git) belongs to class II if the constants ak are positive and if 2i°° l/ak= oo. If Git) G class II and if the convolution transform (6) converges for any one value of X then it converges for all larger values of x. Consequently there exists a number yc, the abscissa of convergence, such that the I. I. HIRSCHMAN [January transform (6) converges for x>yc and diverges for x<yc. Our principal result is that if fix) is the generating function of a convolution transform with class II kernel Git) and determining function ait), and if (7) fix) = 0[Gix -p)] (*-►+«>) then ait) is necessarily constant for t>p, so that
for every e>0. If (7) holds for arbitrarily large negative p then/(x)=0.
As an example we set
If /(*) = f e-°*-'e*-'4>it)dt (x > yc),
then <£(/) =0 for ip<t< <x>). After an exponential change of variable this becomes a theorem concerning the Laplace transform. If
then $(/) =0 for (0<i<r). A proof of this special case has been given previ-
A function Git) is said to belong to class la if there are both positive and negative a^'s and if ^2" l/\ ak\ = ». If Git) £ class la and if the convolution transform (6) converges for any one value of x, it converges for all x. With each kernel Git) class la we may associate a class II kernel Git) defined by the equations S(i) = e»' fill--r^-r) es/|a*', i \ I ff* | / 1 c *°° e3t 2xi J-,«, Eis)
We shall also prove that if fix) is a generating function with kernel Git) £class la and if
for arbitrarily large negative p, or
for arbitrarily large positive p, then/(x) =0.
As an example of this result we may take t Eis) = cos its, Git) = sech -•
After an exponential change of variables we obtain a theorem concerning the 2. <bit)eL iP=tú^), 3 . hix)=fpGix -t)ect<pit)dt ic<a2), where a2 is defined as in (5) 
We define (1) <p*is) = I ect<t>it)e-"dt.
is) = f 
From this estimation and from assumption 4 it follows that
This implies that the bilateral Laplace transform /oo hix)e-"a -oo xdx converges absolutely for (-=° <<r<a2).
Since the integrals (1) and (2) have a common strip of absolute convergence ic<<r <a2), the convolution theorem for the bilateral Laplace transform tells us that in this strip h*is)=~<t>*is), Eis) or (5) </>*(*) = h*is)Eis).
Since Eis) is an entire function, equation (5) provides a continuation of <f>*is) into the half-plane a^c, so that <b*is) is also an entire function.
By a change of variable in equation (1) we obtain p 00
ep('-c)<p*is) = I ecl4>it + p)e-'ldl.
Jo
It is clear that e""d)*is) is bounded in the half-plane a^c.
In particular eps(p*is) is bounded on the line ia = c, -=° <r < oo).
Using inequality (3) we have
from which we obtain Eis)\ e"'<p*is) | = Oil) E(c) (-oc < a < a2).
It follows thateps<p*(s) is bounded on the half-line (-oo <cr^c,r = 0) and that in the half-plane (-=° <c = a, 4>*is)) is at most of order two minimal type.
We now know that eps<p*is) is bounded on the lines (<r = c, -oo <t< oo) and (-oo <a = c, r = 0) and is at most of order two minimal type for a -c.
Applying a familiar form of the Phragmén-Lindelof principle to each of the two quadrants of this configuration we find that eps<p*(s) is bounded for cr^c and thus in the entire plane. By Liouville's theorem e*'<f>*is), being entire and bounded, is a constant. Since it follows that <p*(s)=0. This implies that 4>(t)=0 almost everywhere (pet < =o). q.e.d. 3. Two lemmas. We consider here two lemmas necessary to reduce the general case to the special case which we have just considered. Let
have abscissa of convergence yc. We set
where n is chosen so large that 5 -0:2 is not a zero of n(i --)«•/«*. which is conclusion A. We may establish conclusion B by induction. We know that /(/) =/," e~"ludaiu) converges. If a2 = a\, conclusion B is obvious for ra = l. If a2<ai, then Aiií) = aieait<\ -e-"lll+aluIiu) + (a2 -a/) I e-"lu+<"uIiu)dul , = o(e«0 (<-»+ w).
Suppose now that our result is proved for m -l. We will establish it for m. If am =a2 it is obvious. If am>a2, then using our induction assumption we see that Am = of e°*" I e-^e^du J = o(tf««') (/->+ « ).
Conclusion B now follows.
Lemma 3b. If where e_tl^j(i)GL(p+e, oo). We may apply Theorem 2 to conclude that A"it)=0
(p+e<i<cc). Since e is arbitrary A"it)=0 (p</<oc). Using the definition of Anit) it is easily seen that ait) is constant for (p<¿< oo). q.e.d. 5.' Git) Gclass la. In order to illustrate the essential point of the argument which follows let us consider a very special case. Let Git) Gclass la and let
where (p(/)EZ,2( -oo, oo). We shall show that if License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use From equation (1) 
• fifi-)e«/(|o»i+c)) "_3 \ I a" I + c) f Kix -t)Jit)dt = Gix) (-oo < x < oo ).
Consequently we may write /OO /* °° /» 00 Gix -t)<pit)dt = I <p(/)d7 I #(x -«)/(« -t)du.
-00 •/ -00 •' -00
Because of the order conditions (4) and (7) and assumption 3 we may invert the order of integration to obtain Hence assumption 3 implies that fix) = OiHix -P)) (x-^+cc)
for arbitrarily large negative p. We may now apply Lemma 5a to conclude that/(x)=0.
Similarly we may prove
